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Perhaps due to a widespread perception that there are few phenomena of theoretical interest  in  ‘case-
poor’  languages,  pronominal case (Pro-case) variation in the Germanic family remains significantly under 
investigated (as  pointed  out  by  Sigurðsson  2006  with  reference  to  predicates). Intra-individual (aka, 
‘sociolinguistic’)  variation  in  vestigial-case languages has received even less attention, despite relatively 
robust attestation in English (Emonds 1986; Schütze  2001; Angermeyer & Singler 2003; Quinn 2005, 
a.o.), Danish (Hansen & Heltoft 2011, a.o.), Norwegian (Johannessen 1998, a.o.), and Swedish 
(Sigurðsson  2006; Holmberg 1986; Eklund 1982, a.o.).     

Therefore, this presentation will survey the distribution of Pro-case forms across a range of diagnostic 
morphosyntactic structural environments in varieties of English, Danish, and Swedish, with brief 
additional mentions of Norwegian and Dutch. I will discuss the evident correlation between distinct 
cross-linguistic case-typological patterns and characteristic (im)possible patterns of intra-individual case 
variation. The talk concludes by outlining a novel post-syntactic theory that both explains the variation 
in (North) Germanic and makes further predictions for other language families, such as Slavic. 

The Germanic languages fall into two distinct types according to their Pro-case behavior. For English and 
Danish (and possibly only these), Subject Forms (SFs [Danish]: jeg, du, hun, han, vi, I, de) appear only as 
subjects of finite clauses; Oblique Forms (OFs [Dan]: mig, dig, hende, ham, os, jer, dem) are clearly 
‘elsewhere’  allomorphs,  occurring  by  default  in  predicates  (It was just her/*she; [Dan] Det var bare 
hende/*hun), clefts (It was her/*she who did it; [Dan] Det var hende/*hun, der gjorde det), and in 
isolation (Who did it? Her! *She!; [Dan] Hvem gjorde det? Hende! *Hun!), among other heterogeneous 
environments.  

OF-default (OFD) Pro-case entails the attestation of socially salient variable mismatches in coordinate 
determiner phrases (CoDPs: Her and her brother have of course gone to the same institutions; [Dan] 
Hende og hendes bror har  selvfølgelig  gået  i  de  samme  institutioner), as robustly documented in both 
English and Danish. Exceptional SFs may occur variably in linearly fixed expressions that are language-
specifically endowed with special meanings. For example, pronoun-headed relative clauses (PHRs) in 
English are anachronistic or literary (e.g., He who must not be named), while in Danish quotidian PHRs 
have OFs (e.g., [Dan] Ham,  der  står  derover  er  min  ven) and socially marked ‘hypercorrection’ with the 
SF is prescribed against (e.g., Hansen 1988, a.o.).  

In contrast, SFs occur near-categorically in in Swedish and Dutch predicates ([Swedish] Det  är  jag/*mig), 
and perhaps all of the other Germanic Pro-case languages. Interestingly, when exceptional OFs do 
variably occur in Swedish predicates, they also seem to have special meanings (Sigurðsson  2006). Case 
mismatches in CoDPs are unattested and impossible in Swedish (Thráinsson  2007:  184-185) and Dutch 
(p.c.). 

Adapting Emonds (1986) within Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993; Embick & Noyer 2007. 
a.o.), English and Danish OFD Pro-case is analyzed as resulting from post-syntactic contextually 



conditioned allomorphy. A SF Vocabulary item is inserted only when a pronoun is itself the subject of a 
finite clause, while OF Vocabulary are elsewhere items. Exceptional SFs are inserted by socially 
motivated, late-learned  ‘supplementary’  Vocabulary  items that are stored in the Encyclopedia and do 
not compete for insertion. In contrast, Swedish and Dutch SF-predicate (SFP) Pro-case results from post-
syntactic feature-assignment rules (adapting McFadden 2004). Unlike Danish and English contextual 
allomorphy, the featural mechanism of Swedish and Dutch Pro-case can assign [+obl] to pronouns inside 
CoDP. Thus variable case mismatches in CoDPs are unattested and impossible in the SFP Pro-case 
languages.  

The inter-speaker variation that distinguishes Danish and English from Swedish and Dutch is therefore 
explained by the substantially different PF mechanisms responsible for Pro-case in OFD vs. SFP 
languages. These different PF mechanisms furthermore explain why certain types of intra-individual case 
variation (e.g., in CoDPs) are attested in some Germanic languages but impossible in others. Extended 
beyond Germanic, the theory makes predictions about variation patterns that might be attested in the 
Slavic pronominal-case varieties Bulgarian and Macedonian.  
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